EuroSchool Grade 10 Students Pass With Flying Colours in ICSE Exams

MUMBAI, May 22, 2018 /PRNewswire/ --

Over 65% of students from EuroSchool Airoli and Thane have scored above 90%

In a proud moment for EuroSchool, grade 10 students appearing for ICSE exams have secured 100% result at both EuroSchool Airoli and Thane, which are considered the best schools in Mumbai. Over 65% of students from EuroSchool Airoli and Thane have scored above 90% in their ICSE exams.

Miss Purva Kakule is the school topper with 98.6 % for EuroSchool Airoli, while Miss Pratichi Paramita is the school topper with 97.7 % for EuroSchool Thane.

EuroSchool provides ICSE and CBSE board education for the K-12 segment through its 10 co-educational campuses across Mumbai suburban (Thane and Navi Mumbai's Airoli), Bengaluru (Whitefield, Kogilu and Chimney Hills), Pune (Undri and Wakad), Hyderabad (Gachi Bowl), Ahmedabad and Surat. All EuroSchool campuses have been named among the Top Schools of India in 2017, on the basis of the School Ranking Survey conducted by Digital Learning Magazine. The campuses have been recognised for school infrastructure, curriculum, pedagogy and ideology.

EuroSchool believes in holistic development of students and follows the 'Balanced Schooling' approach to nurture and impart the right education and values through a voyage of self-discovery and learning. This approach to learning aims at creating confident and responsible individuals through a combination of academics and co-curricular activities.

At EuroSchool, LRPA forms the crux of its pedagogy; where students learn the concepts with multimedia tools - Reinforce with technologically enhanced learning - Practice with experiments and projects and - Apply the concepts in real life. The in-house curriculum and initiative, titled Attius, helps in infusing academic rigour, with the idea that every student is a rising star. This pedagogical model enables the student to become an independent learner, aided by technology and facilitated by the teacher. The academic achievement of every student is tracked, monitored and focused on in a bid to improve learning.

The non-academic exposure is in the form of clubs as students journey on a voyage of self-discovery. Such experiences help shape a well-developed personality in a stress-free learning environment.

To find more, visit http://www.euroschoollandia.com/
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